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Abstract Lambda expressions have long been state-of-the-art in the functional
programming paradigm. Especially with regard to the use of higher-order functions, they provide developers with a means of defining predicate or projection
functions locally, which greatly increases the comprehensibility of the resulting
source code. This benefit has motivated language designers to also incorporate
lambda expressions into object-oriented (OO) programming languages. In particular, they are claimed to facilitate concurrent programming. One likely reason for
this assumption is their purity: pure lambda expressions are free of side effects,
and therefore cannot cause, e.g., race conditions. In this paper, we present the first
empirical analysis of whether or not this claim is true for OO projects.
For this purpose, we investigated the application of lambda expressions in
2 923 open-source projects, implemented in one of the most common OO programming languages: C#, C++, and Java. We present three major findings. First,
the majority of lambda expressions are not applied in concurrent code and most
concurrent code does not make use of lambda expressions. Second, for all three
of the languages, we observed that developers compromise their code by applying
a significantly higher number of impure, capturing lambda expressions, which are
capable of causing race conditions. Finally, we explored further use cases of lambda
expressions and found out that testing, algorithmic implementation, and UI are
far more common use-cases for the application of lambda expressions.
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Our results encourage to investigate in more detail the reasons that hinder programmers to apply lambda expressions in concurrent programming and to support
developers, e.g., by providing automatic refactorings.
Keywords Lambda Expression · Concurrency · Object-Orientation · Programming Language

1 Motivation and Research Questions
Lambda expressions represent a key element of the functional programming paradigm. They allow to abstract and handle behavior as anonymous functions, and
thus provide the possibility of transferring behavior easily to other program components. Lambda expressions encourage programmers to describe behavior where
it is actually needed (locality) and to do this in a side-effect free manner (purity).
Combining lambda expressions with complex data types and higher-order functions enables data-processing paradigms, which are expressive as well as powerful.
For example, by using lambdas to define custom predicates or projections, all
standard collection types can be filtered or projected using uniform, frameworkprovided functionality. Moreover, an extension of lambda expressions - so-called
capturing lambda expressions1 - allow for a closed context outside of the lambda
expression, e.g., surrounding variables, to be used within the expression’s body.
These benefits motivated the developers of object-oriented (OO) programming languages, e.g., C#, C++, and Java, to incorporate lambda expressions
into their syntax. This reflects the design trend to enable programming languages,
like Scala (Odersky and Rompf 2014) or Python (Martelli et al 2005), to support
several programming paradigms.

1.1 Research Questions on the Usage of Lambda Expressions
With the adoption of lambda expressions, several claims about their influence on
the source code were made. Four of the claims on the effect of lambda expressions (Järvi and Freeman 2010; Gyori et al 2013) are that
–
–
–
–

they
they
they
they

decrease the resulting source code size;
facilitate the development of concurrent applications;
allow easy composition of software functionalities;
have no serious impact on the software’s performance.

So far, recent studies investigated these claims partially. In particular, the terseness of lambda expressions (Järvi and Freeman 2010; Gyori et al 2013; Franklin
et al 2013) and the effect of lambda expressions on the performance (Järvi and
Freeman 2010) were subject of recent analyses. These studies provide the basis for
effective automatic refactorings (Franklin et al 2013; Tsantalis et al 2017), which
support developers in programming. We consider the results of these studies in
Section 6.
1

Sometimes they are also referred to as the overall concept of closures.
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However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no systematic analysis on
the usage of lambda expressions in the development of concurrent applications.
Thus, in this paper, we focus on the second of the four claims.
Here, a concurrent code is not necessarily parallel code. While parallel programs
overlap in their runtime, concurrency does not require such overlapping runtime.
Thus, concurrent programs can be considered as potential parallel (Ben-Ari 2006).
Usually, every code snippet could have this ability as long as it is independent of
other code fragments that are executed. For that reason, we restrict the analysis
to concurrent contexts, which make use of parallel libraries and constructs as well
as libraries and constructs implying the use of shared resources, e.g., callback
handlers or shared memory.
To further motivate how lambda expressions can facilitate such concurrent
programming, consider the sample Java source code in Listing 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

import java . util . Arrays ;
import java . util . List ;
import java . util . concurrent . Executors ;
public class S a m p l e L a m b d a C o n c u r r e n t {
public static void main ( String ... args ) {
// William S h a k e s p e a r e ’s Hamlet
String txt = " To be , or not to be , that is the question :\ n " +
" Whether ’ tis nobler in the mind to suffer \ n " +
" The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune ,\ n "
+
" Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles " ;
// split into words
List < String > words = Arrays . asList ( txt . split ( " \\ s " ) ) ;

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

// check every word
words . stream () . forEach ( w -> Executors . d e f a u l t T h r e a d F a c t o r y () .
newThread (() -> {
int count =0;
for ( int k =0; k < w . length () ; k ++) {
if ( w . charAt ( k ) == ’e ’) {
count ++; // count all o c c u r e n c e s of ’e ’
}
}
// print result
System . out . printf ( " % s (% d ) \ n " ,w , count ) ;
}) . start () ) ;
}
}

Listing 1: Sample of lambda expression in multi-threading in Java
Here, the developer wants to analyze and process every word in a large corpus
of text. In particular, she intends to extract every word containing the letter ‘e’
and to count all respective occurrences. As the text corpus is huge, she intends to
leverage multi-threading to parallelize the analysis of the individual words with
the aim of increasing the overall performance. Before the introduction of lambda
expressions in Java 8, the straight-forward solution to this problem was to create
a class implementing the Runnable interface and using the latter to instantiate
a new thread of execution. The Runnable interface with its single void run()
method therefore constitutes a container object for user-defined functionality. In
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this sense, it is similar to a lambda expression. However, creating such classes
involves a lot of boilerplate code as well as the separation between the location of
definition and usage in case of explicit, named classes. In the worst case, when the
defined behavior is only needed at one particular code site. This actually makes the
code less comprehensible. By using lambda expressions, the developer is released
from the burden of creating an entire class to encapsulate functionality which is
required only once. Instead, she can literally instantiate a new thread for each word
using the defaultThreadFactory, while at the same time preserving the locality
between definition and usage.
This example conveys an idea of how lambda expressions facilitate the implementation of parallel and concurrent code in Java without adding a lot of
boilerplate code. Similar examples can be found for the two other languages, C#
and C++. The assumption that the benefits illustrated in this specific example
scale to the general application of lambda expressions in concurrency contexts, is
the rationale for the claim that lambda expressions facilitate the development of
concurrent software. In this paper, we aim to gather evidence which contributes
to either proving or disproving this claim. A major challenge is how to quantify
the abstract concept of facilitating the development of concurrent software. To
achieve a reasonable degree of validity, directly measuring the latter would require
a substantial case-study. Therefore, in this paper we have decided to instead rely
on measuring a factor, which we believe to be strongly associated with the said
concept: we measure the frequency of lambda applications in concurrent contexts
compared to applications of lambda expressions in general. Our rationale is that
if lambda expressions are really superior to other solutions in concurrent contexts,
then developers who are aware of this technique are very likely to prefer them over
less effective solutions. This should be reflected in the stated, more easily observable frequency, i.e., facilitation → frequency. At this point, we have to be careful
not to commit a logical fallacy: from an observed high frequency of lambda usage
in concurrent contexts, it is not possible to draw the conclusion that they actually
facilitate concurrent development. However, if we do not observe a high frequency,
we are free to conclude that lambda expressions do not have the anticipated effect
of facilitating the development of concurrent software:
((facilitation → frequency) ∧ ¬frequency) → ¬facilitation
This holds as long as there is not another influence, which has a diminishing effect on the frequency of lambda expressions. These considerations are summarized
in the following formula:
(((¬diminish ∧ facilitation) → frequency)∧
(diminish → ¬frequency)∧
¬frequency) → (¬facilitation ∨ diminish)
In this case, we cannot conclude whether the low frequency is due to the lack
of facilitation or due to the diminishing factor. In our results, we discuss one such
a factor, i.e., capturing lambda expressions. Nevertheless, there could be plenty
of others, as we discuss in the conclusion (Section 7) The possibility that our
assumption is wrong is one of our potential threats to validity (Section 5).
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The results of our study help language designers to understand whether lambda
expressions facilitate concurrent programming. In addition, similar to previous
studies, our study could provide the basis for specific refactorings supporting the
development of concurrent applications.
The three object-oriented languages C#, C++, and Java incorporated lambda
expressions in different manners (see Section 2). Thus, we investigate, whether
these implementations imply different usages in concurrent contexts. This could
support programming language designers to improve their implementation by applying and adapting constructs from other languages.
One major difference between lambda expressions in object-oriented programming languages compared to purely functional representatives is that their implementations allow so-called capturing lambda expressions. Capturing lambda
expressions have access to further contextual information, i.e., surrounding variables or objects, and thus allow for side-effects. These side-effects may cause unintended behavior, e.g., race-conditions, due to non-synchronized contextual variables. Thus, we are interested in whether developers of concurrent code prefer
non-capturing lambdas over capturing lambda expressions to prevent these unintended side-effects.
Finally, as our results reveal that lambda expressions are not predominantly
applied in concurrent contexts, we consider further use cases of lambda expressions.
We think this helps researchers investigate these use cases as well and adapting
patterns from other use cases to support concurrent programming, e.g., by implementing effective refactorings.
In summary, these are our three main research questions with respect to the
analyzed OO languages C#, C++, and Java (RQ):
RQ1 How prominent are lambda expressions in concurrent contexts and do the
analyzed languages differ in this respect?
RQ2 Do developers prefer non-capturing lambdas over capturing lambda expressions in concurrent contexts?
RQ3 What other use cases, beside concurrent programming, are typical for lambda
expressions?

1.2 Restrictions
Note, that our paper focuses on the second of the four above mentioned claims
and therefore omits the analysis of the three others.
Here, we could analyze the effects on the source code size, when adding a
lambda expression, by investigating the changed SLOC in the projects’ version
control systems. The simplest and scalable method would be the detection of textual differences via GNU diff2 based on algorithms to detect the longest common
subsequence (Miller and Myers 1985; Ukkonen 1985; Myers 1986). However, a
preliminary analysis results in large false negative rates of greater than 70% in
the detection of increased or decreased SLOC caused by additions of lambda expressions. The main reason was too sensitive code differences, which encompass
code fragments that were not related to lambda expressions (e.g., a large addition
contains a small fragment with a lambda expression).
2

https://www.gnu.org/software/diffutils/manual/diffutils.html
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The remaining two claims are difficult to measure for real source code. Here, a
meaningful metric for easy composition of lambda expressions does not exist to the
best of our knowledge. Concerning the performance, it is hard to measure the effect
of lambda expressions. Firstly, because existing open source projects typically have
a huge number of execution traces and one can hardly decide which traces have
to be tested. For example, assume that an inserted lambda expression slows down
one trace A and speeds up another trace B. If A was a more frequently used trace
than B in program execution, the insertion would have a negative effect on the
overall project. In contrast, the insertion would be beneficial for the project if B
was used more frequently. Consequently, we cannot decide whether an insertion
has a positive or negative effect. Secondly, a changed performance likely has its
reason outside of the file/location where the lambda expression is inserted, due to
side-effects.
We only consider the commonly used OO programming languages C#, C++,
and Java. As recent rankings3 show, these three languages are always in the top
six of the most-applied programming languages. Even though all three languages
added lambda expressions in the course of their development, they have been
available for varying periods of time. While C# has lambda expressions since
version 3.0 in 20074 , C++ added lambda expressions in 2011 with the release of
the C++11 standard and, even later, Java followed by adding them with Java 8
in 2014. To ensure comparability among programming languages, we only analyze
those projects that actually apply lambda expressions (see Section 3.2). Due to the
different time spans of usage, we assume that C# programmers have used lambda
expressions more frequently than C++ or Java programmers.
To answer our research questions, we analyzed a total number of 2 923 popular
open source projects obtained from GitHub5 via GitHub stars. The reason why
we concentrate on popular projects is that recent studies found that these projects
are associated with 1) a higher user rate, 2) more contributors and 3) and longer
lifetime (Jarczyk et al 2014; Borges et al 2016). A recent study on the application
of lambda expressions found out that freshman and novice programmers typically
apply lambda expressions incorrectly (Uesbeck et al 2016). Therefore, we expect
that popular projects with larger numbers of contributors and longer lifetimes to be
more stable in this regard. We discuss our data acquisition in detail in Section 3.1.

1.3 Structure
In the following Section 2, we consider some technical backgrounds according to
lambda expressions in our three analyzed programming languages. By means of
these methods, we explain our methodology of how we collect our experimental
data, how we detect lambda expressions and concurrent contexts, and how we
measure the application of lambda expressions in the code sites in Section 3.
Then, we present the results of our research question in Section 4. Afterwards,
we discuss potential threats to validity concerning our results in Section 5. We
further discuss related work and emphasize the novelty of our study in Section 6. In
3 TIOBE Index January’16, RedMonk Programming Language Ranking January’16, PYPL
PopularitY of Programming Language January’16
4 C# used delegates since its first version, which represent a kind of function pointers
5 https://github.com/
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particular, we explain methods of these studies to detect and analyze programming
language features, which we adapted for our analysis Finally, we summarize the
main contributions and suggest further research directions in Section 7.

2 Background According to Lambda Expressions
In the following section, we give a short introduction into the implementation of
lambda expressions and capturing semantics in C#, C++, and Java. Readers who
are already familiar with these concepts may want to skip this introduction.
Our three investigated languages, C#, C++, and Java, differ in their syntax
for lambda expressions. Therefore, we will briefly introduce the respective notations. We describe each language’s syntax by means of two sample expressions
which highlight the major differences. The first expression is a predicate receiving
two input parameters x and y, which evaluates the condition x > y. The second
expression outputs the contents of a string variable s to the command line.
As mentioned before, C# was the first of the three languages to introduce
lambda expressions. For this purpose, C# uses the “=>”-operator to map the
input parameters of an expression as illustrated in Listing 2.
The Java syntax is nearly identical, differing only in the choice of symbol for
the mapping-operator, “->”, as depicted in Listing 3.
1
2
3
4

( int x , int y ) = > x > y
( string s ) = > {
Console . WriteLine ( " Wrote : " + s ) ;
}

Listing 2: Example of lambda expressions in C#
1
2
3
4

( int x , int y ) -> x > y
( String s ) -> {
System . out . println ( " Wrote : " + s ) ;
}

Listing 3: Example of lambda expressions in Java
1
2
3
4
5
6

[]( int x , int y ) {
return x > y ;
}
[]( string s ) {
cout << " Wrote : " << s << endl ;
}

Listing 4: Example of lambda expressions in C++
C++ uses the same mapping operator as Java, “->”, however its use in C++
is optional in most cases. Therefore, the syntax for lambda expression resembles
regular method definitions, where the method names are replaced with the capturing syntax [] (see Listing 4). Capture groups are explained in more detail in
the following.
Note that all three languages allow for empty parameter lists in lambda expressions. This type of lambdas is depicted using only the two parentheses, i.e., “()”.
Furthermore, in all three languages, lambda expressions can be nested, meaning
that lambda expressions can recursively contain further lambda expressions.
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As mentioned before, in contrast to purely functional languages, lambda expressions in object-oriented software can also capture contextual information, i.e.,
local or global variables. While this is often practical, allowing write access to contextual variables can also have significant drawbacks. For example, if the captured
variables are not carefully synchronized, the resulting side-effects may cause race
conditions when programming concurrent applications.
In terms of syntax, C# and Java use the same notation for capturing variables,
whereas C++ features a more elaborate construct to allow for a finer level of
control. We introduce these notations by the means of further source code examples
in Listing 5, Listing 6 and Listing 7. Here, the respective lambda expressions
capture the contextual variable x.
1
2
3

int x = 42;
...
( int y ) = > x > y ;

Listing 5: Capturing lambda expression in C#
1
2
3

int x = 42;
...
( int y ) -> x > y ;

Listing 6: Capturing lambda expression in Java
1
2
3
4
5

int x = 42;
...
[ x ]( int y ) {
return x > y ;
}

Listing 7: Capturing lambda expression in C++
In C# and Java capturing is done implicitly and always by reference. Implicit
capturing meaning that the compiler will automatically capture a contextual variable if it is referenced in the function body. Capturing variables by reference means,
that the memory address of the actually captured variable is bound to the lambda
expression. Since both C# and Java are garbage-collecting languages, this has
an important implication on the life-cycle of captured variable’s. Their garbagecollection is deferred until the last capturing lambda has terminated. Java enforces
the additional restriction that captured variables must be either declared final or
effectively final 6 . However, this does not guarantee the side-effect free execution of
lambdas, as the final modifier only refers to the identity and not to the content
of complex objects (Coblenz et al 2016). If, for example, a list variable is declared
final, it does not mean that items cannot be added to or removed from this list.
In C++ the capturing of variables must be done explicitly by means of the
capture group which is enclosed by the square brackets. When an empty capture
group, [] is provided, no contextual variables can be used within the lambda. If
this is desired, there are different options for declaring the access mode of captured
variables: variables can be accessed by value (e.g., [x, y]), by reference (e.g., [&x,
&y]), or mixed (e.g., [x, &y], i.e., some variables are accessed by value and others
by reference. When capturing complex objects by value, it is important to note
6 A variable is called effectively final if there is no further write access to this variable after
its initialization.
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that this involves calling classes’ copy-constructors, to capture their values at the
specific point in time when the lambda is first defined. In addition to defining
the access mode explicitly for each variable to capture, there are three shorthands
for accessing all variables by value (i.e., [=]), all variables by reference (i.e., [&])
or for passing the current class pointer (i.e. [this]). In these cases, the compiler
automatically determines which variables are captured, similar to the implicit
capturing behavior in C# and Java.
We demonstrate the potentially negative side effects of capturing variables
by reference using a C# example. Consider the code in Listing 8, which should
intuitively print ten different integers based on the value of variable i when the
respective thread is created. However, the actual output of this program does
not match this expectation: it contains some duplicate numbers and others are
left out entirely. Even worse, when the program is executed multiply, it becomes
obvious that the output is not even deterministic. The problem is that the lambda
expressions capture references to the variable i instead of capturing its value.
Because the outer loop is faster than the creation of the individual threads, in the
example i has reached the value of four, before even the first thread has managed
to query and prints its value.
A better solution is demonstrated in Listing 9. Here, we pass the variable i
as an input parameter value to the lambda expression. In this case, the local
parameter value is created as a copy of the variable i at the time of the thread
creation, and thus the output deterministically contains every number from 0 to
9 exactly once7 . Note that no guarantee can be given about the sequential order
in which the integers will be presented since this is up to the scheduler.
1
2
3
4
5
6

for ( int i = 0; i < 10; i ++)
{
new Thread (() = > Console . Write ( i + " " ) ) . Start () ;
}
// output : 4 4 4 4 5 7 9 9 9 10

Listing 8: Concurrency with capturing lambda expressions

1
2
3
4
5
6

for ( int i = 0; i < 10; i ++)
{
new Thread ( value = > Console . Write ( value + " " ) ) . Start ( i ) ;
}
// output : 0 1 3 2 4 6 5 7 8 9

Listing 9: Concurrency with non-capturing lambda expressions
This example demonstrates that capturing lambda expressions must be used
with care, in order to avoid unintended behavior.
In the following section, we present our methodology to answer our posed
research questions.
7 The same behavior can be achieved by assigning the variable i to an effectively final local
variable in the loop’s body and capture this value in the lambda expression
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3 Analyzed Data and Methodology
This section provides information on the method we used to acquire and analyze a
total of 2 923 projects from GitHub (Section 3.1). In particular, we discuss how we
detected the lambda expressions in concurrent contexts, how we identify capturing
lambda expressions, and how we classify further use cases of lambda expressions
(Section 3.2).

3.1 Analyzed Projects
We aim to answer our three research questions by analyzing 2 923 projects from
GitHub. We obtained these projects by the means of the GitHub REST API8 . For
each programming language, we selected the 1000 most popular projects, as defined
by GitHub’s own star-ranking. As stated by several studies (Jarczyk et al 2014;
Borges et al 2016), a higher number of GitHub stars correlates with the project’s
popularity, and thus both with a larger number of contributors and users.
We cloned the current version of the main branch of every project in the time
span from November 4th to November 5th, 2017, and parsed every source file
using either the JDT compiler for Java9 , the Eclipse IDE’s CDT for C++10 and
an ANTLR generated parser for C# 11 (Parr 2013). We excluded those projects
which we were not able to process completely due to parser errors.
After this exclusion, we are left with 984 C# projects, 951 C++ projects and
988 Java projects. The resulting base of 2 923 projects is not biased toward any
specific domains. With regard to similar studies on programming language feature
analyses, this is a representative corpus.
Next, we describe how we analyzed these projects with regard to our three
research questions.

3.2 Methodology
For efficient analysis, we implemented a Java application that extracts information
by obtaining parse-trees, which we used for our analysis. Next, we applied a Python
script which prepares this information for statistical analysis. Finally, this analysis
is performed using R12 .
To answer our research questions, we have to extract different information from
the parse trees.
In RQ1, we are interested in the application of lambda expressions within
concurrent contexts. By applying the appropriate parser for each language, it is
straightforward to detect lambda expressions as they are represented by easilyrecognizable node types in the parse tree.
8

https://developer.github.com/v3/
https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
10 https://www.eclipse.org/cdt/
11 The grammar is available at https://github.com/antlr/grammars-v4/tree/master/
csharp
12 https://www.r-project.org/
9
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In contrast, detecting concurrent contexts is far more complicated due to the
huge variety of possible concurrent constructs and libraries. Since analyzing every
possible construct for all three languages is not feasible, we rely on a heuristic
approach. We denote a lambda expression to be in a concurrent context if
– it is applied in a file which imports a library which indicates a concurrent
context
– one of its parent nodes (including its identifiers) in the parse tree indicates a
concurrent context
We require both conditions, as a recent study on the usage of C# libraries,
reveals that many applications which import concurrent libraries do not actually
use these libraries in their source code (Okur and Dig 2012).
We assume a library or a node to be an indication for a concurrent context if
it contains at least one of the following substrings:
atomic, concurrent, future, parallel, runnable, sync, thread
These keywords were gathered by reviewing papers on concurrency analysis
and from concurrent libraries of the three analyzed programming languages. In
addition, the first two authors checked the most frequent libraries and revised the
keywords accordingly. Using this method, we obtained 10 466 unique concurrent
libraries for all three programming languages, i.e., 327 for C# projects, 4 660 for
C++ projects, and 5 479 in Java projects. The ten most frequent libraries for each
language are depicted in Figure 1. Note that some libraries are possibly false positives, e.g., in C# CalDavSynchronizer.Contracts or GenSync.Logging. Nevertheless, the majority of concurrent libraries in C# refers to the System.Threading
library, which is definitely legitimate. Thus, we think that our keyword list is valid
and that the small number of scattered false positives have no significant influence
on our results.
In addition, we investigated code sites which do not use lambda expressions in
concurrent contexts. However, analyzing whether every node contains one of the
above-mentioned keywords is not feasible. Even if it would be feasible in terms
of performance, it would result in many sites which eventually refer to the same
context, e.g., in a variable declaration the variable name and a method name could
be considered two different concurrent contexts. Thus, we denote a concurrent
context on a file basis, meaning that if a file imports a concurrent library, it is
likely to contain a concurrent context. If this same file does not contain any lambda
expressions, we consider this a missed opportunity to apply lambda expressions.
Nevertheless, we are aware that this approach can include false positives and
false negatives and we discuss their implications on our results in Section 5.
In order to quantify the f requency (see Section 1) of lambda expressions in
concurrent contexts, we introduce two metrics. First, we want to measure how
intensively lambda expressions are applied in concurrent contexts. For that purpose, we consider the proportion of lambda expressions that are actually used in
concurrent contexts with respect to all applied lambda expressions. We define the
intensity of lambda expression usage in concurrent contexts for a project p as:
intensity(p) =

numberLambdaInConcContext(p)
numberLambda(p)
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C#
48096 System.Threading.Tasks
29421 System.Threading
3336 System.Collections.Concurrent
940 System.Windows.Threading
149 System.Reactive.Threading.Tasks
135 dnlib.Threading
121 CalDavSynchronizer.Contracts
117 GenSync.Logging
111 CalDavSynchronizer.DataAccess
90 CalDavSynchronizer.Implementation.ComWrappers

C++
1715 thread
1536 pthread.h
1099 atomic
613 boost/thread/detail/config.hpp
336 my pthread.h
336 boost/atomic/detail/config.hpp
321 future
321 boost/thread.hpp
289 boost/thread/mutex.hpp
282 process/future.hpp

Java
10208 java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit
6958 java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicInteger
5514 java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicBoolean
4262 java.util.concurrent.Future
3896 java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicReference
3396 java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicLong
3188 java.util.concurrent.ConcurrentHashMap
2907 java.util.concurrent.ExecutorService
2889 java.util.concurrent.CountDownLatch
2598 java.util.concurrent.Executors

Fig. 1: Ten most frequently found concurrent libraries per language according to
our keyword selection prepended by their absolute frequency

Here, numberLambdaInConcContext(p) is a function returning the number
of lambda expressions applied in concurrent contexts in a project p, and numberLambdaInConcContext(p) is a function returning the overall number of lambda
expressions applied in a project p.
Second, we are interested in whether developers tap the full potential of lambda
expressions in concurrent contexts. We define this as the utilization of lambda
expressions and calculate this value for each project p as follows:
utilization(p) =

numberF ilesW ithLambdaInConcContext(p)
numberF ilesW ithConcContext(p)

Here, numberF ilesW ithLambdaInConcContext(p) represents the number of
files that apply at least one lambda expression in a concurrent context in a project
p, and numberF ilesW ithConcContext(p) is the overall number of files containing
a concurrent context, i.e., importing a concurrent library.
Both measures range from zero to one. An intensity of one means that a project
applied all its lambda expressions in concurrent contexts, whereas an intensity of
zero means that no lambda expression is used in a concurrent context.
Analogously, a utilization of one indicates that in every possible concurrent
context a lambda expression is applied, i.e., a lambda expression is present in
the file featuring the concurrent import. Consequently, a utilization of zero indi-
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cates a maximum potential for integrating lambda expressions into the concurrent
contexts.
Note that we only consider projects, for which we can calculate intensity and
utilization. Particularly, this means for measuring intensity, the project must
feature at least one lambda expression, whereas for measuring utilization, the
project must exhibit at least one concurrent context.
According to RQ2, we need to decide whether a lambda expression captures
contextual variables or not. As presented in Section 2, C++ uses an explicit syntax to define capturing variables. In this paper, we assume that whenever a developer explicitly makes use of this capture group, i.e., it is not empty, the resulting
lambda expression is capturing. Note that this is not always true, as one may
use the syntax [&],[=], or [this] which switch the capturing mode to implicit.
Then, if the lambda expression is not actually referring to a variable outside of
its scope, it is effectively not capturing. However, we assume that in the majority
of cases developers use this syntax deliberately, and therefore the lamdas should
be treated as capturing. As this could indicate a threat to validity, we discuss
potential implications on our results in Section 5.
In Java and C# all capturing is implicit. Therefore, we consider a lambda
expression as capturing if it refers to a variable, which is not declared within its
scope, i.e., in its parameter list or as a local variable in its body. We do not consider
a lambda expression as capturing if it invokes a method outside of its scope. This
is due to two reasons. First, we only consider those cases, in which the developers
deliberately conduct capturing, i.e., referring to a variable outside of the scope
of the lambda expression. Second, analyzing whether an invoked method may or
may not refer to a captured variable, requires more sophisticated methods, such
as control flow analysis or program slicing. Here, this is not feasible for the large
number of lambda expressions that we found in our experimental corpus.
After detection, we compare the proportion of capturing vs. non-capturing
lambda expressions first between all applications and second between those applications implementing concurrent contexts. Based on that, we can decide whether
the application of capturing lambda expressions in concurrent context differs significantly from the general application, i.e., in all applications.
Finally, we explore further use cases of lambda expressions other than concurrent programming in RQ3. To this end, we considered the name of each source
file, in which at least one lambda expression is applied, as a heuristic indicator for
a potential use case. To do this, we manually processed the file names and therein
recurring keywords and associated these with potential use cases. The keywords
and respective use-cases classes were refined in an iterative process. By processing the file names, we interactively added new classes and keywords if particular
file names had not been classified so far. If we could not assign a class based on
the keywords the file name (e.g., file Main), we classified it as miscellaneous. The
resulting multi-label classification scheme, with an informal description of the use
cases, can be found in Table 1.
After determining these classification rules, we used a shell script to processes
all file names and classified them accordingly. Note, that this classification is not
a one-to-one mapping, as one file can be classified as belonging to multiple use
cases. For example, a file named FileHandlerTest would be classified into the
classes “FileHandling”, “MultiThreading” and “Test”. This indicates that some
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Use Case
Algorithmic - Implementation of an Algorithm

Composition - Composition or Decomposition of
Data
Configuration - Configuration of the Software
DataStorage - Database
Actions
Datastructure - Implementation of Data Structures
Embedded Programming
ExceptionHandling
FileHandling
Graphical - visualization
and graphical elements

Logging
MultiMedia - video or audio management
MultiThreading - parallel
or concurrent implementation
Network - web application

Security
Test - automatic software
testing
TextManagement - text
processing applications
UI - user interface

Keywords
algorithm, calc, search, script, analyze, util, helper, manager, cluster, generate, generation, generator, optimize,
optimization, visitor, process, select, service, factory,
provider, operate, operation, operator, find, tracker, mutation, mutate, mutator, compute, backend, sort
composition, spawn, multiplexer, serializer, compose, split,
join, build, combine, combinator
config, setting, info, readme, version, option, default
data, storage, cache, sql, query, queries
array, list, map, tree, string, object, graph, heap, stack,
table, queue, node, template, matrix, vector, collect, set,
item, unit, type, entity, enum, container, element, model
hardware, camera, keyboard, mouse, memory, embedded,
device, cpu, x86, x64
exception, error, warn, crash, bug, check, undefined
file, directory, writer, reader
graphical, color, pixel, gpu, render, light, texture, image,
picture, shadow, draw, animation, animate, fade, geometryi, point, scene, line, polygon, square, rectangle, circle,
shape, visualisize, visualizer, ellipse, paint
log
audio, video, media, player, touch, virtual, recognize, gesture, codec
thread, parallel, concurrent, sync, block, schedule, wait,
handle, runtime, semaphore, event, signal, task, callback,
callable, dispatch, mutex, suspend, job, sleep, timer
net, server, client, remote, middleman, http, chat, distributed, delegate, request, timeout, message, share, sharing, socket, connect, receive, send, traffic, cookie, connection, cloud, ping, session, download, web, host, url, dns
security, authenticate, authentication, account, crypt
test, benchmark, assert
string, character, document, parser, parse, csv, json, xml,
scan, format, translation, translate, encoding, encode, decoding, decode, utf8, ascii, word
gui, widget, view, shell, display, button, canvas, editor, console, popup, bar, frame, scrollbar, window, about, listener,
menu, command, action, layout, box, frontend

Table 1: Use Cases and their keywords for classification

classification can be erroneous, e.g., a FileHandlerTest is not necessarily a multithreading application.
We think this classification process is reasonable because source files’ names
usually directly reflect the names of contained classes, which in turn give an idea
of the use-cases they implement. Several semantic clustering mechanisms for unknown software systems assume that human written identifier names of classes
reflect latent topics (Kuhn et al 2007; Hill et al 2009; Bavota et al 2014; Wang
et al 2017). We want to emphasize that this classification represents only a coarse
heuristic to identify use cases. However, our goal is to explore further use cases,
and for this reason, the simple approach helps in motivating further studies, which
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may analyze these cases using more refined techniques. Indeed, more sophisticated
multi-label classification mechanisms could obtain more detailed results but would
require additional data preparation, e.g., filtering identifier names. We are aware
of that potential misclassifications are likely to appear, and we discuss their implications in Section 5.
In this section, we described our methodology for answering our three research
questions. The results of the proposed analyses are presented and discussed in the
following section.

4 Experimental Analysis of the Research Questions
Following the method presented in the previous section, we are now able to answer our three research questions. In particular, our experiments consider the
application of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts (Section 4.1), the ratio
of capturing and non-capturing lambda expressions (Section 4.2) and further use
cases of lambda expressions (Section 4.3).

4.1 Application of Lambda Expressions in Concurrent Contexts
The first research question deals with the analysis of the application of lambda
expressions in concurrent contexts. As mentioned before, we would expect that
if lambda expressions facilitate concurrent programming, we would observe them
more frequently, i.e, high intensity and utilization. Additionally, we are interested
in finding out if there are notable differences between these frequency measures
for the three programming languages C#, C++, and Java.
General Application of Lambda Expressions and Concurrent Contexts Based on
our experimental corpus of 2 923 open source projects from GitHub, we first analyzed the proportion of projects that actually applied lambda expressions and
concurrent contexts. This information is important, as our two metrics intensity
and utilization (see Section 3.2) can only be calculated if there exists at least one
lambda expression and at least one concurrent context, respectively.
In Figure 2, we depict the number of projects per language that apply lambda
expressions. Here, C# projects apply lambda expressions most frequently, followed
by C++ and Java. This is not surprising, as C# has included lambda expressions
for the longest period, and thus programmers have had the most time to grow
accustomed to this language feature. However, even in Java, we found 190 projects
that make use of lambda expressions, which is still a sufficiently large number
compared to other studies. In summary, a total of 1 597 projects feature at least
one lambda expression.
Regarding the application of concurrent constructs, i.e., the import of concurrent libraries, Figure 3 shows that the majority of all projects make use of
some form of concurrency library. The largest proportion of concurrency-enabled
projects was found for C#, whereas the proportions for C++ and Java are lower
but very similar. However, we have to take into account that imports might be
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Fig. 2: Qualitative application of lambda expressions in C#, C++, and Java
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Fig. 4: Qualitative application of lambda expressions and concurrent contexts in
C#, C++, and Java projects. The bars depict the absolute number of projects.
misleading due to the observation that many projects import but do not actually use concurrent libraries (Okur and Dig 2012). In summary, a total of 2 089
projects feature concurrent contexts.
Finally, in Figure 4 we depicted the number of projects per language, which
apply both, lambda expressions and concurrent contexts in the same project. We
show this value, as developers from projects that do not apply lambda expressions
are maybe not yet aware of this option or are not allowed to apply them due to
restrictions or coding conventions. Consequently, this could bias the distribution
of the utilization values. We investigate this potential bias in the analysis of the
utilization value.
The distribution of projects that apply lambda expressions and concurrent
contexts is similar to the distribution of lambda expressions, where the overall
number of is smaller. However, we still find a sufficiently large amount of projects
for C# (803 ), C++ (413 ) and Java (183 ), summing up to 1 399 projects.
Intensity of Lambda Expressions in Concurrent Contexts We analyzed how intensely lambda expressions are applied in open source projects by calculating the
intensity measure, as introduced in Section 3.2, for each project. For this purpose, we consider only those 1 597 projects that applied lambda expressions. We
depicted the distribution of the intensity values as violin plots supplemented with
their respective box plots in Figure 5. In this plot, we observe that a majority of
projects has an intensity value close to zero. However, the shapes of the distributions also seem to differ between the three languages.
In order to decide whether or not these differences are significant, we conducted
a Kruskal-Wallis test with the null hypothesis that the distribution of the intensity
values are equal for all three programming languages. The Kruskal-Wallis test is
applicable for ratios and does not require a normal distribution, and therefore
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Fig. 5: Distribution of the intensity values among all three programming languages

nicely suits our analysis. This test resulted in a p-value of 1.018e−15 , forcing us to
reject the null hypothesis of the equality of distributions (α = 0.05). In order to
determine between which languages these differences exist, we conducted Dunn’s
test using the conservative Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc analysis. We present
the results in Table 2. Here, the differences between C# and its two counterparts
are significant (α = 0.05), while we cannot reject the null hypothesis for the
difference between C++ and Java.
Considering in particular the mean and median values for all three languages,
C# developers (median: 0.0830, mean: 0.0135) apply lambda expressions more
intensively in concurrent contexts than C++ (median: 0.000, mean: 0.0571) and
Java (median: 0.000, mean: 0.0526) developers. However, in general, the majority of
lambda expressions is not applied in concurrent contexts. With respect to Figure 5,
we can see that only a small number of outliers among all three programming
languages apply lambda expressions very intensively in concurrent contexts.
Language
C# vs. C++
C# vs. Java
C++ vs. Java

p-value
0.0000
0.0006
0.0687

Table 2: Results of Dunn’s test regarding the differences between the distributions
of intensity values of all projects between the programming languages. Significant
values are marked in gray.

Utilization of Lambda Expressions in Concurrent Contexts For the analysis of the
utilization values of lambda expressions, we investigated those 2 089 projects
that applied at least one concurrent context and those 1 399 projects that applied
lambda expressions as well as concurrent contexts.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of the utilization values

In Figure 6, we depicted the distribution of the utilization values for the three
programming languages in two different violin plots, again supplemented with
their respective box plots. Figure 6a represents the distribution of all projects
that imported at least one concurrent library, whereas Figure 6b depicts the distribution of those concurrent projects that additionally apply at least one lambda
expression.
As we can see in Figure 6a, the shapes of all violin plots differ. In order to assess
whether these differences are significant, we then again applied the Kruskal-Wallis
test with the null hypothesis that the distributions for all languages are equal. The
test reveals a p-value very close to 0 so that we have to reject the null hypothesis
for the utilization as well.
According to the distribution of projects that applied concurrent contexts and
lambda expressions, the Kruskal-Wallis test also reveals a significant difference
with a p-value of < 2.2e−16 in the distribution of the utilization values for all
programming languages.
Similar to the analysis of the intensity, we again applied Dunn’s test as posthoc analysis with the conservative Bonferroni correction, in order to find out between which programming languages these differences are significant. In Table 3,
we depicted the related p-values, which show that the null hypothesis must be
rejected. Again, we considered the median and mean values and we found that
the utilization of C# (median: 0.0655, mean: 0.1296) is significantly larger than
those of C++ (median: 0.0000, mean: 0.0703) followed by Java (median: 0.0000,
mean: 0.0174).
However, when we only take those projects into account that apply lambda
expressions, we can see from Table 3 that a significant difference remains only
between C# and the other two programming languages. We cannot reject the
null hypothesis for C++ and Java. Still, C# (median: 0.0769, mean: 0.1359) has
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Language
C# vs. C++
C# vs. Java
C++ vs. Java

p-value
≈ 0.0000
≈ 0.0000
≈ 0.0000

Language
C# vs. C++
C# vs. Java
C++ vs. Java

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
0.4651

Table 3: Results of Dunn’s test regarding the differences in the utilization value of
all projects applying concurrent contexts (left) and projects additionally applying
lambda expressions (right) between the three programming languages. Significant
values are marked in gray.

a significantly larger utilization than C++ (median: 0.0000, mean: 0.1089) and
Java (median: 0.0029, mean: 0.0575), when considering median and mean values.
We conclude that C# developers are significantly better versed in tapping
the potential of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts. However, the overall utilization value is still quite low assuming that in C# only around 13% of
concurrent files contain at least one lambda expression.
Summary Research Question 1 With respect to RQ1, we can summarize that C#
projects have a significantly higher intensity of lambda expressions in concurrent
contexts than C++ and Java projects. Nevertheless, in all three languages, the
distributions show that concurrent contexts are not the predominant domain for
lambda expressions. Thus, we assume that there could be other use cases for
applying lambda expressions, which we will further consider in Section 4.3.
The utilization of lambda expressions is different among all three languages
when taking all projects into account. If we consider only those projects that
apply at least one lambda expressions, the differences only remain significant between C# and the other languages, while we cannot show significant differences
between C++ and Java. In general, C# programmers apply lambda expressions
more frequently, when they implement concurrent contexts, in comparison to programmers of the two other languages. Apart from these significant differences, the
results indicate that a large number of projects could increase their application
of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts. This poses the question, of what
hinder programmers to apply lambda expressions more frequently in concurrent
code and how automatic refactorings may be defined to support them.

4.2 Capturing vs. Non-Capturing Lambdas Expressions in Concurrent Code
A possible reason for the low intensity and utilization of lambda expressions could
be side-effects caused by capturing lambdas. As explained in Section 2 these sideeffects can result in race conditions, and therefore one possible diminishing factor
as described in Section 1. Therefore, we expected a significantly lower application
of capturing lambda expressions in concurrent contexts than in general, as these
make the code more complex due to the possible unintended side effects.
Analysis of Capturing and Non-Capturing Expressions As stated in Section 3.2,
we consider a lambda expression as capturing, if it explicitly refers to a variable
that is not declared in its parameter list or directly in its body. All other lambda
expressions were treated as non-capturing.
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Fig. 7: Ratio of capturing vs. non-capturing lambda expressions in general and in
concurrent contexts

Figure 7 depicts the differences in the ratios of capturing and non-capturing
lambda expressions in general programming, and in concurrent programming, between C#, C++, and Java. This represents the ratio of all lambda expressions
found in the projects of the respective programming language.
Surprisingly, in all programming languages, the proportion of capturing lambda
expressions is, in fact, bigger when regarding only concurrent contexts. This contradicts our expectation, as capturing lambda expressions tend to complicate concurrent programming compared to non-capturing ones.
We performed a χ2 -test of independence to check whether these differences
are significant. Here, the null hypothesis is that the ratio of capturing and noncapturing lambda expression is independent of the application, i.e., general or
concurrent application. For all ratios, the calculated p-value is < 2.2e−16 , and
therefore we have to reject the null hypothesis. This means that a significantly
higher proportion of capturing lambda expressions is applied in concurrent contexts by developers of all programming languages.
Additionally, we analyzed whether the cross-language differences are significant
as well. For this purpose, we once more applied the χ2 -test of independence with
the null hypothesis that there exist no differences, i.e. differences in the general
application and the concurrent one, between the ratios of capturing and noncapturing lambda expressions between two different languages. Here, all tests result
in a p-value of < 2.2e−16 . This means the differences between the programming
languages are also significant. Considering the distributions in Figure 7, we can
conclude that C# applies the lowest proportion of capturing lambda expressions
in general and in concurrent contexts, followed by Java. C++ projects show the
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largest proportion of capturing lambda expressions. Note that the results for C++
were obtained by using a different method (see Section 3.2). We discuss possible
implications on the results in Section 5.
Summary Research Question 2 Even though capturing lambda expressions may
introduce additional side-effects, developers of all investigated programming languages apply significantly more capturing lambda expressions in concurrent than
in general applications. Taking this into account, we can conclude that although
concurrent programs can be complex, developers tend to make concurrent programming even more, by introducing sources for additional side-effects. Note that
we do not claim that all capturing lambda expressions result in erroneous code.
However, by capturing variables, lambda expressions lose their simplicity and pureness, which would have been one of their major advantages in concurrent programming. Regarding the cross-language differences, our findings are that C# applies
less capturing lambda expressions than Java and C++.

4.3 Further Use Cases for Lambda Expressions other than Concurrent
Programming
As stated in Section 4.1, the majority of lambda expressions are not applied in
concurrent contexts. This motivates us further to investigate other use cases for
lambda expressions.
Analysis of further use cases for lambda expressions For this purpose, we classified the source files based on their name according to the schema presented in
Section 3.2. Then, we compared this general classification with the classification
of files that contain lambda expressions. In particular, we analyzed 546 003 source
files from C#, 398 115 source files from C++ and 496 895 source files from Java
for the general classification. In contrast, for the classification of use cases for
lambda expressions, we only considered those files that contain lambda expressions. Here, 87 262 files from the C# projects, 14 869 files from C++ project
and 25 186 files from Java project were taken into account. However, this still
represents a sufficiently large number of source files.
Based on the differences between these two classifications, we are able to identify use cases in which developers prefer or avoid lambda expressions. For each
programming language, we depict the results of the two classifications in separate
bar plots. We only provide a qualitative analysis of this classification, as the general approach is very coarse. For this reason, a more elaborate statistical analysis
would not provide the desired additional value.
Figure 8 illustrates the classification among all C# files. A major difference
between the general classification (light gray) and the classification of lambda expression (dark gray) can be seen in the class “Test”. Here, additional 7.3% of the
files which contain a lambda expressions were classified into the testing use case,
compared to the general case. Some examples of minor increased usages can be
seen in “Algorithmic” (+1.9%), “DataStorage” (+0.3%), “Composition” (+0.2)
and “UI” (+0.2). In contrast, a minor decreased usage of lambda expression is
exhibited by the classes “Configuration” (−2.3%), “Datastructure” (−1.1%), “ErrorHandling” (−0.7%) and “Network” (−0.5%). We can also see that concurrent
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use-cases like “MultiThreading” or “ErrorHandling” are not dominating other use
cases. This supports our observations from RQ1.
In the classification of the use cases for C++ (Figure 9), we observed a minor increased application in “UI” (+2.8%), “Algorithmic” (+2.3%), “Network”
(+1.9%) and “MultiTreading” (+1.3%). Minor lower applications can be found
in the use cases “Datastructure” (−1.9%), “Graphical” (−0.3%) and “ErrorHandling” (−0.2%). Here, similar to C#, C++ developers apply lambda expressions
more frequently in algorithmic problems compared to typical concurrent domains.
In Java (Figure 10) the top domains for lambda expressions are “Test” (+3.5%),
“Algorithmic” (+3.4%) and “UI” (+2.5%). We also observed some minor in-
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the general classification and the classification of lambda
expressions in Java

creased usages in “Logging” (+0.5%), “FileHandling” (+0.4%) and “Composition”
(+0.3%). Rarely applied domains for lambda expressions in Java according to our
classification are “Network” (−1.6%), “TextManagement” (−1.5%), “Datastructure” (−1.2%) and “ErrorHandling” (−0.9%).
In order to discuss similarities and differences regarding the use-cases for
lambda expressions among programming languages, we depicted their respective
classifications in Figure 11. In particular, C++ has a lower application rate of
lambda expressions in the use cases “Test” (−8.8 to −10.0%) and “Algorithmic”
(−3.3 to −4.6%) compared to C# and Java. This indicates that C++ developers may in future want consider lambda expressions as beneficial language feature
when implementing test suites. Here, we believe that further research should be
conducted on why testing is not as prominent for lambda expressions in C++, as
for the two other programming languages.
Summary Research Question 3 In general, developers tend to make use of lambda
expressions in automatic testing, in the implementation of algorithms and user
interfaces. Less frequently, although minimal, are the use cases errors handling
and the implementation of data structures. We think that this is reasonable, as
testing reuses many functionalities, e.g., to set-up or to tear-down test scenarios. However, to avoid code clones caused by these repeated functions, one could
insert the testing behavior dynamically by means of lambda expressions. When
implementing algorithms, e.g. sorting algorithms, one may implement parts of that
algorithms dynamically. Finally, UI programming includes the handling of events
caused by user interactions. The behavior of different user interactions is likely to
be dynamic, and therefore could be easily represented using lambda expressions.
However, there exist differences between the programming languages. For example, C++ developers do not apply lambda expressions as frequently in test code as
the other two languages. We see the results of this section as the basis for further
studies and analyses of lambda expressions and as a foundation for developing au-
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Fig. 11: Comparison of the classification of lambda expressions among all programming languages

tomatic refactoring approaches which support developers in leveraging the power
of lambda expressions.
In this section, we presented our results with regard to our three research
question, i.e., the application of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts, the
application of capturing lambda expressions in concurrent contexts and further
use cases for lambda expressions. The next section discusses what we believe to be
the most important threats to the validity of our results. After considering related
studies (Section 6), Section 7 summarizes our results and envisions future work.

5 Threats to Validity
As pointed out in the previous sections, the validity of the results of our analysis
may be subject to some potential threats.
Here, we differentiate between threats to the internal validity, external validity
and construct validity.
Internal Validity Our results are based on the assumption that f acilitation of
lambda expressions implies their f requency in the code. If this premise is not
true, our derived conclusions could be wrong as well. However, we cannot imagine
plausible reasons why this implication should not hold. In addition, as we discussed
in Section 1, there is the possibility of the existence of diminishing factors, which
could counteract the facilitating effect. Even though, capturing indicates problems
in using lambda expressions, we cannot conclude whether there exist other factors
apart from that. For this reason, we suggest to further investigate these diminishing
factors.
A potential threat to the results’ internal validity is the process by which we
identify the concurrent contexts. As stated by Okur and Dig (2012), many projects
include concurrent libraries, even though they never actually apply them. To deal
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with this problem, we considered lambda expressions to be used in a concurrent
context only if they are applied in a file importing such a library, and if one of
the ancestor nodes in the parse tree can be associated with a concurrent keyword.
This is still a heuristic approach and leads to some false positives that could result
in lower intensity values. Moreover, applying that same procedure for the analysis
of the utilization was not feasible. Therefore, the true utilization could be either
smaller or larger depending on which files (with or without lambda expressions)
would be classified differently. Nevertheless, in our classification in RQ3, we observed that concurrent use cases such as “ErrorHandling” or “MultiThreading”
have no significantly higher lambda expressions application rates, which supports
our results from RQ1.
With regard to RQ2, we discussed in Section 3.2 that our methodology to detect capturing lambda expressions in C++ could be biased by the assumption that
a non-empty capturing group is sufficient as an indicator for a capturing lambda
expression. This may not be true in case of the special capture groups [&], [=],
and [this]. We considered this in a downstream analysis on the same set of C++
projects, however using more recent versions than those used in the original analysis13 . Our analysis indicates that overall around 58% of all lambda expressions
and 76% of the capturing lambda expressions (with regard to our assumption)
use these special capture groups. As this represents a significant proportion, our
results for C++ according to RQ2 are only valid if our assumptions regarding
non-empty capturing groups hold for the majority of these special capture groups.
Moreover, we did not consider potential side-effects which could be caused by
method invocations inside of lambdas, in the analysis of C#, C++, and Java. Thus,
our mechanism could classify lambda expressions as non-capturing, although they
do affect changes in the context. In addition, we cannot quantify to which degree
capturing lambda expressions really cause side-effects, due to missing dependency
information, i.e., ‘hidden’ references of capturing variables to the context. However,
when using capturing lambda expressions these lose their purity, which increases
the risk of unintended side-effects.
Finally, the keywords for our classification were obtained by manual inspection
of the source file names, and string matching was applied for the actual classification with respect to these keywords. Even though we carefully selected these
keywords, we may still be subject to a variety of false positive and false negatives
classifications, due to inconclusive or disregarded keywords. Also, a large number
of files could not be classified and remain in the category “Miscellaneous”. This
indicates that we missed a number of further use cases. However, this analysis aim
was to be exploratory and should be regarded as a first step which can be built
on in further research.

External Validity Potential threats to the external validity can be seen in the selection of the projects. Even though we have analyzed a large number of 2 923 of
the most popular projects, spanning various domains and including many different developers, we did not filter project-clones and sample projects, e.g., projects
introducing the usage of APIs, are included. These projects could have introduced
a slight bias in our results.
13
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Our results only represent the usage of lambda expressions in the objectoriented programming languages C#, C++, and Java. We do not claim that
our these results generalize to other programming languages and paradigms. In
particular, we did not investigate the usage of pure lambda expressions in concurrent contexts for functional programming languages. This could give insights
on whether lambda expressions in concurrent programming are more common in
functional languages compared to object-oriented languages.
Construct Validity Regarding the threats to construct validity, we defined the
intensity and utilization as ratios. However, these values can be fairly discontinuous, i.e., if a project contains only one lambda expression its intensity is either
0 or 1. This discontinuity is reflected in the overall distribution of the intensity
and utilization measures. However, in RQ3 we made a similar observation of
low intensity values in concurrent contexts, even though the utilized classification
method was very coarse. For this reason, we are confident that the distributions
are in fact reasonably valid.
6 Related Work
In the following paragraphs, we give an overview of other studies which are closely
related to our own approach and point out the key differences the study presented
in this paper. In particular, we consider work which analyzes lambda expressions
(Section 6.1), concurrency (Section 6.2), the incorporation of functional elements
into object oriented languages (Section 6.3), and other language features (Section 6.4).
6.1 Analyses on the Adoption of Lambda Expressions
Mazinanian et al (2017) conducted a recent study on lambda expressions in Java.
In particular, they analyzed the historical data of 241 open source projects from
GitHub, to find projects in which developers had very recently added lambda
expressions. Then they interviewed the responsible developers to discover their
reasons for inserting the concrete lambda expressions. Their main insights are
that the adoption of lambda expressions is increasing and that most lambdas are
inserted manually. Furthermore, the analysis reveals that many of the functional
interfaces provided by the standard library are not used by developers due to
several reasons, e.g., missing exception handling. In addition, in their qualitative
study identifies several key reasons for adopting lambda expressions. These include
reduction of code size, avoiding class implementations, wrapping behavior, migration to Java 8 or libraries which enforce the use of lambda expressions. Apart from
these abstract reasons, they identified a number of specific use cases for lambda
expressions, e.g., implementing listeners and callbacks, simplifying testing, as well
as multi-threading and exception handling. In contrast to our study, they only
investigated the usage of lambda expressions within one programming language,
namely Java. Also, we conduct a cross-language analysis, which provides more
insight on the differences between the programming languages. This may help language designers to improve their current design of lambda expressions by learning
from the implementations in other languages.
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Järvi and Freeman (2010) proposed the syntax for lambda expressions in C++,
which was later incorporated by the C++11 standard. They exemplarily showed
the achievable reduction in lines of code (LOC) using their syntax, as well as
the fact that their particular implementation of lambda expressions does negatively impact performance. The LOC-reduction was demonstrated on two existing
software projects in comparison to non-lambda object-oriented solutions. Gyori
et al (2013) reasoned that lambda expressions ease programming in concurrent
contexts based on the fact that several parallel libraries, namely Task Parallel
Library, Parallel LINQ and Intel R Threading Building Blocks, “rely heavily on
lambda expressions” (Gyori et al 2013). In their paper, they also present a refactoring tool which automatically detects locations for inserting lambda expressions.
For the example of replacing anonymous inner classes in Java programs, they show
the resulting reduction in terms of source lines of code (SLOC) (Gyori et al 2013;
Franklin et al 2013). Both studies differ from ours, as we compare the application of lambda expressions in multiple languages and focussing especially on their
application in concurrent contexts.
Uesbeck et al (2016) conducted a user experiment with 58 participants of varying levels of experience. In this experiment, they were asked to solve programming
tasks in C++ either by using an iterator interface or with lambda expressions.
Their findings reveal that experienced users are more likely to apply lambda expressions correctly. This indicates that we have to carefully select the projects used
in our analysis as projects which are worked on by a large number of novice developers are likely to feature a higher rate of incorrectly used lambda expressions.
Tsantalis et al (2017) developed a refactoring tool for Java which aims to reduce
code clones by the means of inserting lambda expressions. They showed that their
tool can correctly refactor 57%-60% of the type-2 (syntactically identical apart
from identifier names) and type-3 (added or removed statements) clones in open
source projects. In particular, they point out that a higher proportion of clones
residing in test code could be successfully refactored compared to clones residing
in production code (71% vs. 51%). These findings reveal potential use cases for
lambda expressions, i.e., clone code reduction and in automatic testing.
However, to the best of our knowledge, a systematic cross-language study on
the application of lambda expressions was not conducted in related work. In the
following, we discuss additional research with puts the focus on the analysis of
concurrency, as this can provide useful ideas on how we can effectively analyze the
application of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts.

6.2 Analysis of Concurrency in Programming Languages
In many recent studies, the application of concurrency and parallel code fragments
between different programming languages were analyzed. We present these studies
here, as they showcase methods for detecting concurrent contexts, which we can
reuse.
Torres et al (2011) analyzed how frequently concurrency related code is applied in open source projects, to determine if these applications are indications
for a growing trend toward multicore-enabled applications. In particular, they
analyzed 1 830 concurrent Java projects obtained from SourceForge, and count
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specific parse tree nodes, which hint at concurrent code elements like method invocations of the Thread class or the usage of synchronized annotations. Their
findings are that simple mutual exclusion constructs were applied in most of the
analyzed projects (i.e., 88% of the projects applied the synchronized keyword),
while higher abstractions from the java.util.concurrent package, appear only
in 23% of the projects. They detect only a slight increase in the application of
concurrent constructs.
They extended their work in a large-scale study of Java concurrent constructs,
where the authors analyzed 2 227 projects from SourceForge (Pinto et al 2015).
Their findings are again similar, meaning that while 75% of the projects utilized
concurrent code, only 23% used the built-in java.util.concurrent package. In
addition, they found that developers use thread-safe data structures inefficiently,
which might cause race conditions and only the minority implement proper exception handling, causing threads to die silently.
Lin and Dig (2013) identified nine commonly misused check-then-act idioms
for thread-safe collections which may cause race conditions. In a pattern-based
static analysis, they evaluated how often these single misuses occurred in 28 open
source projects, and validated this by contacting the actual developers. Here, 67%
of the discovered misuses were confirmed as real bugs by the developers.
In a further study, they analyzed the usage of the AsyncTask class in Android
projects from GitHub (Lin et al 2014). In particular, they analyzed those commits
that added AsyncTask constructs to judge whether or not it was applied correctly.
Their findings reveal that 1) several opportunities for applying AsyncTask were
missed and 2) manually refactoring these locations introduced problems like race
conditions or performance losses. To overcome this, they proposed a new refactoring method, which is able to move statements into concurrent threads and to
perform safety checks for race conditions. These safety checks are also applicable
for other race conditions, e.g. to analyze parallel loops (Radoi and Dig 2013).
De Wael et al (2014) investigated common practices in such source code which
uses the Fork/Join framework. They analyzed 234 source code files obtained from
120 open source projects from GitHub. Each of the files explicitly contained
classes of the Fork/Join framework, i.e., ForkJoinTask, RecursiveAction and
RecursiveTask, and were checked not to be mere textbook examples. Within this
corpus, they manually searched for best-practices and anti-patterns. Their findings
reveal two best-practices and three anti-patterns, of which the latter may result
in significant performance losses.
In a study on the usage of parallel libraries in C#, Okur and Dig (2012) analyzed 655 open source projects that applied commonly used parallel constructs
from the .Net framework, i.e., TPL and PLINQ. One of their first insights is, that
many projects import for instance a TPL library, but do not really use it. These
projects were then automatically removed from the experimental corpus of data.
Their main findings are that 37% of the analyzed applications adopted multithreading. However, the majority use concurrency rather than parallelism. They
also reveal that concurrent APIs are applied following a power law: 90% of the
concurrent library usages are caused by 10% of the API statements. In addition,
they show that developers tend to make source code more complex than necessary and that the misuse of concurrent constructs leads to code being executed
sequentially instead of in parallel.
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Okur et al (2014) analyzes the benefits and drawbacks of using the async and
await keywords in C#, with regard to the handling of asynchronous I/O events
in mobile applications. In particular, they were interested in whether developers
apply these abstractions correctly, and if not, how they can be effectively supported
in learning the correct usage. For this purpose, they performed a static analysis of
1 378 open source Windows Phone apps to retrieve specific usage patterns. They
found that most developers still use an old asynchronous programming model,
which requires additional synchronization to obtain the results from asynchronous
processes. In addition, they identified four common misuses of the aysnc/await
constructs. To overcome these problems, they developed two refactorings that 1)
can transform the old asynchronous model to the new async/await construct in
54% of all cases and 2) detect and correct the misuses of async/await constructs.
Marinescu (2014) analyzed the application of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) in 13 open source C projects and used string-based matching to locate the
MPI functions. Their results show that the use of these functions follows a power
law, i.e., only a fraction of 13% of the MPI function classes represent for 90% of
their particular calls. Also, they discovered that MPI functions are not applied in
large or complex code fragments.
In a further study, the authors investigated the application of thread synchronization techniques by considering the change history of four mature open source
projects in C/C++ (Gu et al 2015). They analyzed the occurrences of ten different
structural methods of synchronization in the change history by means of regular
expressions and manually determined the purpose of 200 of these changes. In their
study they found that adding synchronization constructs is just as common as
their removal, indicating that there exists a trend towards over-synchronization
and that in 20-25% of all cases proper synchronization methods were forgotten
in the first place. Further findings show that changes to critical synchronization
sections tend to stabilize. The most common reason for changes of these sections
is the correction of bugs.
In a large study by Wu et al (2016), the authors analyzed the application of
C++11 concurrency constructs. For that purpose, they asked developers about
their perception of concurrency constructs and also analyzed 492 open source
projects using concurrency and written in C++. For their analysis, they obtained
applications from GitHub and categorized them by means of their imports into
non-concurrent, standard concurrent and third-party concurrent applications, some
of which used both standard and third-party concurrent libraries. By means of
static code analysis, they retrieved concurrency constructs and categorized these
to detect common misuses. Their findings are that thread-constructs and lock synchronizations are by far the most commonly applied constructs, while in contrast
developers make rare use of atomic types or task-based concurrency concepts.
Moreover, they discovered that developers usually do not replace third-party concurrency constructs with standard implementations, and that small projects usually adopt concurrency constructs more quickly than large-scale projects.
In summary, the methods used for detecting concurrency contexts are mostly
restricted to searching for a fixed set of specific constructs. This could be sufficient as some studies indicate that the application of concurrency APIs follows
a power law. Their applied methodologies vary from simple pattern matching to
more complex static code analysis.
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6.3 Analyses on the Combination of Functional Elements with other
Programming Paradigms
The idea of incorporating elements from the functional paradigm into other programming languages is not new. In this paragraph, we discuss related work on these
attempts, as they provide further ideas on why functional programming concepts
could be especially useful for the development of concurrent applications.
Meijer and Finne (2001) introduced Lambada, a framework for the interoperation between Java and Haskell. This framework provides the possibility to call
Haskell functions from Java and vice versa by using the Java Native Interface.
In a study of different programming paradigms, the authors found that functional solutions to programming tasks are significantly shorter compared to those
using other paradigms such as OOP (Garcia et al 2003).
Dekker (2006) proposed a mechanism for enabling lazy evaluation while using
only standard Java syntax. They demonstrated its effectiveness by providing an
implementation of lazy lists but pointed out that the Java code is far more verbose
than typical functional code.
In a developer study, Pankratius et al (2012) investigated the impact of using
a functional programming style in imperative programming languages with regard
to multicore applications. For this purpose, they compared the multi-paradigm
language Scala with Java. In particular, they investigated, whether the functional
style decreases the source code size and lowers the programming and debugging
effort. In their results, they could confirm that Scala code is indeed more compact
than the corresponding Java code, while not affecting the program’s performance.
However, they also note that Scala requires additional effort in debugging and
testing, for instance, due to its more complicated type system.
A recent work deals with the problem of immutability in programming languages (Coblenz et al 2016). Immutability prohibits the change of objects’ state
after their creation and thus eliminates potential side-effects, which also simplifies the programming of concurrency-aware applications. For that purpose, they
asked eight developers whether immutability is important to them, and if so, what
prevented them from using immutable objects. Their insights are that immutability is used in practice, but that the programming languages do not meet all the
programmers’ expectations, e.g., immutable objects do not guarantee transitive
immutability, and therefore the object’s fields are still mutable. In consequence,
improvident state changes to an object can provoke bugs. In order to overcome
these problems, they developed a formalism based on annotations, that allows
expressing transitive immutability in Java classes (Coblenz et al 2017).
In summary, functional elements in OOP languages are considered useful in
multi-core programming by related work. However, to the best our knowledge, no
existing studies have yet analyzed in particular the application of the functional
lambda expression in concurrency contexts.

6.4 Analysis of other Programming Language Features
Several studies deal with the application and adoption of different programming
language features, either in a single programming language or in cross-language
studies. We introduce these studies as we can compare the application of lambda
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expressions with those of other programming language features, and we can utilize
similar methods for detecting the relevant features.
In various studies, the adoption of generics was analyzed for Java and C#
(Parnin et al 2011, 2013; Kim et al 2013; Dyer et al 2013, 2014). In particular,
they used static analysis to discover usages of generics. Especially, the reported
differences in the adoption of generics in C# and Java (Kim et al 2013) motivate
us to analyze the adoption of lambda expressions in a cross-language study.
The creators of the Boa language for repository mining provide methods to
efficiently analyze a large database of open source projects (Dyer et al 2013, 2014,
2015). Up to now, its code analysis is restricted to Java, and in consequence is not
yet suitable for cross-language analysis, such as the one presented in this paper.
Tempero et al (2013) investigated the application and particular use cases of
inheritance in 93 open source projects in Java. For that purpose, they modeled the
inheritance structure of each project as a directed graph, where its nodes represent
types, i.e., classes or interfaces, and its edges represent inheritance relationships,
i.e., extends or implements. Additionally, the edges contain properties in the
form of boolean expressions, which characterize these edges, e.g., as subtyping
edges. Their findings reveal that one-third of inheritances apply late-bound selfreferences, i.e., method invocations on this are polymorphic, and that the main
purpose of inheritance is subtyping, i.e., specializing types. They also found a
significant number of inheritance structures that could potentially be transformed
to use composition.
Costa et al (2017) investigate the application and performance of different
collections from Java’s standard library and from third-party libraries. Here, the
authors explored 10 986 projects obtained from GitHub, and searched in variable
declarations and at instantiation sites for collection objects (i.e., ending with List,
Map etc.). Then, they selected the most frequently applied collection frameworks
and compared their performance in performing the same standard tasks. Their
findings reveal that, depending on the use case, one or another framework is more
performant, and that most programmers apply only the Java standard collection,
even if it is not the best choice for their particular use-case.
Similar to the analysis of concurrent constructs, the methodology for detecting
programming language features varies from simple regex-based string matching to
more complex static analyses. Applying domain-specific languages like Boa was
not possible as they do not yet support cross-language analysis.
In this section, we presented related work on the analysis of lambda expressions,
concurrency, and other programming language features. However, our study, to
the best of our knowledge, presents the first cross-language analysis of lambda
expressions with a particular focus on concurrent programming.

7 Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper, we investigated the claim that lambda expressions facilitate concurrent programming. For that purpose, we acquired the source code of 2 923 open
source projects developed using three of the most common object-oriented (OO)
programming languages: C#, C++, and Java. Our assumption was that if lambda
expressions facilitate concurrent programming, then we expect to see them more
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frequently in concurrent code. If we cannot observe the expected high frequency,
we must conclude that either lambda expressions do not facilitate concurrent code
or that there exist diminishing factors which counteract their frequent application.
In concrete, we analyzed this claim by considering three research questions.
First, we investigated how prominently lambda expressions are applied in concurrent code. In particular, this analysis examines how intensively developers make
use of lambda expressions in concurrent contexts, i.e., to which proportion lambda
expressions are actually used in a concurrent code. Moreover, we were interested
in discovering whether developers tap the full potential of lambda expressions in
concurrent code, which we represented denoted as the utilization.
Our results show that the overall application of lambda expressions, i.e. the
intensity and utilization, is quite low. This means that programmers of objectoriented programming languages neither use the majority of lambda expressions
in concurrent programming nor do they use them particularly frequently in the
implementation concurrent code. This contradicts our initial assumption, as we
would have expected the application rates to be higher in concurrent programming.
Considering the cross-language differences, we observed that C# projects in
general exhibit the highest intensity and utilization of all the investigated programming languages. This reflects the fact that in C# lambda expressions have
been available for the longest period of time. On the other hand, it also means
that C++ and Java developers can benefit from adopting tried and true usage
patterns for lambda expressions in C#.
In contrast, other researchers argue that programming languages should go
back to their roots, i.e. that the should not attempt to integrate every possible
feature from every paradigm into every language. From this point of view, the
community should avoid a “war” between competing programming languages, in
favor of a set of heterogeneous, highly specific tools for different domains and
purposes (Stefik and Hanenberg 2014).
Nevertheless, we were interested in which diminishing factors counteract the
application of lambda expressions in concurrent code. One idea was that capturing lambda expressions may complicate the application of lambda expressions,
and thus make them unattractive for developers. We investigated this in research
question 2. Capturing lambda expressions refer to variables outside of the scope
of the lambda expression, thereby introducing the risk of potential side-effects.
This is a major difference to the pure lambda expressions known from functional
programming languages. Due to the risks of these side-effects, we expected that
significantly less capturing lambda expressions are applied in concurrent contexts.
However, the opposite turned out to be true. A significantly higher number
of capturing lambda expressions are applied in concurrent code. Moreover, this
behavior is the same for all three programming languages, while C# applies the
lowest number of capturing lambda expressions. For this reason, although concurrent programming is already non-trivial to start with, developers tend to complicate it even further. This insight is consistent with other researchers’ findings
from analyses of concurrent programming (Okur and Dig 2012). In consequence,
the question must be asked, of whether capturing lambda expressions could be an
important cause for the observed low frequencies of lambda expressions. So far,
we cannot give a conclusive answer to this question, but we want to encourage
further analyses and also user studies on this topic.
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Another reason could be that some of the analyzed Java projects do not target a
recent language version which provides lambda expressions, even though these were
introduced in 2014 with the release of Java 8. Some projects may not have upgraded
to this recent version for different reasons, e.g., incompatible dependencies. For
such projects, it is impossible to make use of lambda expressions at all. Analyzing
whether this is aspect is a diminishing factor, could be part of further work.
Finally, as the low intensity indicates that there likely exist other use cases for
lambda expressions, we investigated this topic in research questions 3. In particular, we conducted a coarse multi-label classification by considering file names. Our
results reveal that typical use case for lambda expressions are automatic testing,
the implementation of algorithmic behavior, and UI programming. This result is
partly consistent with the findings of a recent study which asked developers for
typical use cases of lambda expressions (Mazinanian et al 2017). In addition, we
found that there exist differences in the use cases between the programming languages. For example, C++ developers were found not to apply lambda expressions
more frequently in testing than in general. Here, reasons for the cross-language
differences may arise from the different domains, in which the programming languages are typically applied. For example, C++ is typically related to embedded
or performance-aware applications (Barr 1999), in which lambda expressions could
not be as beneficial. As our current approach for classification is very coarse, we
intend to conduct and also encourage further research on the use cases of lambda
expressions.
In summary, our findings are that object-oriented developers do not favor
lambda expressions in concurrent code, for which we discussed possible reasons.
One such reason could be the significantly larger proportion of capturing lambda
expressions in concurrent contexts. However, there could exist further factors as
well. In addition, we analyzed other use cases of lambda expressions and found
out that testing and user interfaces could be more favored domains.
For future work, we encourage to analyze potential diminishing factors, which
cause the low intensity and utilization values that we observed for lambda expressions in concurrent programming. This could, for example, be insufficient language
support for lambda expressions, which prevents developers from applying them in
concurrent contexts, even though they would be of advantage in these situations.
Eventually, we envision automatic refactoring techniques similar to those developed in previous work, e.g. by Gyori et al (2013), but with support for effective
concurrent programming using lambda expressions. Finally, our classification indicates that a larger number of use cases for lambda expressions exist. As our
method was very coarse, we suggest conducting further analyses using more specialized classification methods, to validate and refine the use cases we discovered
in this work.
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